
 
Stella Change, Age 9 
 
 
 
Character Legend 

Ninja Dogs:  
Stella: Jindo  
Elijah: Husky 

Timothy: Chihuahua 

Violet: German Shepherd 

Faith: Golden Retriever 
Will: Sheep Dog 

 

Billy (Stripes): Tiger 
Ruth: Woodpecker 
Hanna: Pig 

Lewis: Lion 

DP: Panther 
Maria: Himalayan Cat 

 

Once upon a time there were 6 ninja doggies. They all had 2 powers. Stella’s power was shape 
shift and electricity. Violet’s was weather and happiness. Timothy’s was jungle and rocks. 
Elijah’s was strong and speed. Will’s was fire and plants. And last but not least, Faith’s was 
make things out of air and portals.  

 

One day, on April 10, 2021, an alarm at their secret clubhouse rang. Stella went to check it. It 
said there was a robbery at Costco. They got their weapons and got to work. They flew to 
Costco as fast as they could. They said the bad thief. He was fast, but the ninja dogs were 
faster!  

 

They ran as fast as they could and caught him! 

 

Then Stella’s power watch rang. RING RING!!! That meant he was caught!  

 

Then it rang again. DING DING DING! That meant another bad guy, a really good one.  

 

They flew there like a cheetah mixed with a lion. And in a minute they were there. But the bad 
guy named Stripes (a tiger), but his real name was Billy, knew their weakness… Belly rubs and 
chicken!  

 

Once the dogs came, something bad happened. Once they got there, Stripes used chicken to 
lure them into his Raptor. Then he captured all of the ninja dogs! But they didn’t notice until 
Stripes got them in a cage. Since chicken was their weakness their powers are weak. They 
couldn’t use powers until they ate 3 plates of strawberries! 

 

So Stripes put them all in his DUNGEON. 

 



Stripes is a clever tiger, but the ninja dogs are cleverer! They sent Bun Bun to tell their plan B 
what happened. It took a while to get the message but it to to their plan B. Then they did 
something! 

 

DON DON DON!!! 

 

Ruth, Hanna, Maria, DP and Lewis all came! First Ruth pecked a small hole through the wall. 
Then DP and Lewis kicked a bigger hole. Next Maria crawled through. They all escaped. They 
were saved! Their plan B worked. All because of Bun Bun!  
 


